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1. Let Lp = L+T, 7~) denote the usual linear space of complex- 
valued “p-th power integrable” functions on [-.rr, rr], with the norm given by 
Ilfll, = )& jn I.m” dsy (1 <P < a), -n 
For any complex-valued function w continuous on the open unit disc U 
in the plane, and for 0 ,< p < 1, we write 
It is familiar that if either w is harmonic and 1 < p < CO, or w is holomorphic 
and 0 < p < cc, then iV’rp(w; p) increases with p. We define 
9.Rp(w) = sup M,(zu; p) (0 < p < co), 
O<tl<l 
the value cc being permitted. The class of holomorphic w for which 
‘D&,(w) < cc is the Hardy class HP = HP(U). The class of complex-valued 
harmonic w for which ‘WJw) < cc will be denoted by hP = hP(U). Clearly 
H” C hp. 
For 0 < p < co,0 < q < co, y > 0, we write 
;j: (1 - p)nY-1 MD*(w; p) dpll’O (0 < q < 00) 
%,n.v(4 = 
SUP ((1 - P)‘fif&L PN 
O<P<l 
746 
(Q = ml, 
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the value co being permitted. This expression ‘9&,,,,,(w) can be regarded as a 
measure of the rate of growth of MP(w; p) when M,(w; p) is unbounded. 
If MP(w; p) is increasing, then the condition y > 0 is obviously necessary 
for the finiteness of (Jlp,J w except in the trivial case where w vanishes ) 
identically. We note in passing that if ZU, wz are continuous on U, then 
where s = min{p, Q, 11. This is an easy consequence of Minkowski’s 
inequality and the inequality 
(a + b)* < uk + bK (U, b > 0, 0 < K < 1). 
We use B to denote a positive constant, depending on the particular 
parameters p, 4 ,..., OL, /3 ,... concerned in the particular problem in which it 
appears; A will denote a positive absolute constant. These constants are 
not necessarily the same on any two occurrences. 
For any index p satisfying 1 < p 6 00 we define the conjugate index p’ 
byp’ =p/(p - 1) (1 <p < oo),p’ = 00 (p = l),p’ = 1 (p = cn). 
In [5] I have proved the following resu1t.l 
THEOREM A. Let 1 <p < r < co, 6 = I/p - I/Y, let f ELP and let u 
be the Poisson integral off on U. If either q = CO, or p < q < CO and p > 1, 
then 
‘%,dlo G Bllf II?, . 
Further,2 M,(u; p) = o(( 1 - p)-“) as p + 1 -. 
By arguments of a standard type involving subharmonic functions (cf. 
[5, Theorem 4]), Theorem A gives 
THEOREM B. Let 0 < p < Y < 00, p < q < co, 6 = l/p - l/r, and let 
C# E Hp. Then 
%/&9 G ByJu#$ 
and M,($; p) = o(( 1 - p)-*) as p --f 1 -. 
Theorem B is a known result of Hardy and Littlewood [lo, Theorem 2; 
12, Theorems 27, 31; 13, Theorems 4; 111, and in [2] and [5] I have given a 
number of new applications of it. The case p > 1 of Theorem B implies 
1 The results of [5] are stated for half-spaces, but the arguments apply equally to 
the disc. 
a As a gloss on the case Q = w . 
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the case p ; 1 of Theorem A, but the implication is nontrivial, since it 
depends on ILL Riesz’s theorem on conjugate functions. 
In this paper I prove a new inequality that is the dual of Theorem -4, 
and consider a number of related results. 
The most general form of this dual theorem involves fractional derivatives, 
or some multiplier transformation akin to a fractional derivative, and we 
use here a multiplier transformation introduced in [6, Appendix I] that is 
particularly suited to harmonic and holomorphic functions. 
Consider first the case of a function + holomorphic on lY, and let 
+(a) = cf, C,P (.a E U). We define the multiplier transformation p+ of 4, 
where a: is any real number, by 
p+(Z) = f (n + 1)-a c,z”~ (z E U). 
n=o 
This function f3 is clearly holomorphic on U. It may be regarded as a 
fractional integral (for 01 > 0) or fractional derivative (for a: < 0) of 4, and 
obviously 
$vw = P+vJ (1.2) 
for all real OL, /3. Moreover, for any positive integer m 
y-“‘+(z) = [(d/dz)z]“c$(z). (1.3) 
There is also an integral formula for f”+ when 01 > 0, which in its simplest 
form is 
s l (log l/o)“-l +(paeie) da. o (1.4) 
This is easily verified by term-by-term integration, using the formulae 
I 1 (log l/a)“-1 a” do == r, t”-Wn+l)* dt = (n + 1))” r(a). (l-5) 
A similar definition applies to a (complex-valued) harmonic function on U. 
If u is harmonic on U, then it is of the form 
(1.6) 
and we define $W by 
$Gu(peis) = f (I 12 1 + I)-“lc,plnlenie. 
n=--m 
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It is easily verified that &“u is harmonic on U, that (1.2) and (1.4) hold with u 
in place of $, and that, if m is a positive integer, then 
$-mu(peie) = [(a/3p)p]W(peis). 
It is also obvious that if u is the real part of a holomorphic +, then &“u is 
the real part of pd. 
We can now state our dual of Theorem A, viz., 
THEOREMS. Letl<p<r<m, l<q<y,y>0,6=l/p-l/r, 
and let u be a harmonic function on U such that %D,a,v($-~-6~) < CO. Then 
u E hr, and 
w4 < @%,a,v(&-Y-SU)- (1.7) 
Hence also u is the Poisson integral of a function f E L’, and 
2. As an immediate example of the applications of Theorem 1, we 
may mention the well-known theorem of Hardy and Littlewood [8, 
Theorem 61 on Fourier coefficients, that if 2 < Y < co, and (c,)-,,, ,,<a is 
a sequence of complex numbers such that 
then the numbers c, are the Fourier coefficients of a function f E L’, and 
Ilf 111. G BS.3 (2.1) 
To deduce this, we observe first that the condition S < cc trivially implies 
that the series on the right of (1.6) converges for 0 < p < 1. Further, if u is 
defined by (1.6), and 2 < Y < co, then 
and this does not exceed BS, in virtue of the inequality 
j:, (1 - PI” (go anP)’ dp < B 2 (n + l).p-a-2 ans, (2.2) 
Tl=O 
3 The result is also true for Y = 2, this being the Riesz-Fischer theorem. 
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which is valid for s ;-: 1, ‘Y > - 1, a, > 0 (Hardy and Littlewood [9, 
Theorem 31; see also hlulholland [15]). Theorem 1 (with p -= 2, 4 = Y, 
y = l/2 + I/r) now shows that if S < K?, then u is the Poisson integral of 
a functionfsatisfying (2.1), and this gives the required result. 
In the same way, by taking r = 2, p = q in Theorem A, writing r in 
place of p, and using the reverse of (2.2), which holds for 0 < s < 1, y > - 1,” 
we obtain the dual of (2. l), namely that if f E L’, where 1 < r < 2, and has 
Fourier series C c,enis, then S < A(r)llfll,. The same case of Theorem B 
gives similarly the extension of this result for a function 4 E H’, where 
0 < Y < 1 (Hardy and Littlewood [8, Theorems 5, 161). 
3. Theorem 1 is part of a more general result, namely 
THEOREM 2. Let p, q, r satisfy one of the following sets of conditions: 
(i) O<p<r<oo,O<q<r; 
(ii) 0 < p <r=m,O<q<l; 
(iii) 0 <p = r < cc, 0 < q < min(2, r}. 
Let also y > 0, S = l/p - l/r, and let 4 be a holomorphic function on 
U whose imaginary part vanishes at the origin, and whose real part u satisfies 
‘iR9,e,v(~-~-6u) < co. Then C$ E H’ and 
Theorem 2 is best possible, in the sense that the result is false for all choices 
of p, q, I satisfying 0 < p < T < OC), 0 < q < 00, and not covered by one 
of the conditions (i)-(iii). M oreover, the result is still false in these cases if 
we replace u in %D,a,V($-~-G~) by 4. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in 4. The various cases of Theorem 2 
require widely diverse arguments, and we begin by proving an easier result 
(Theorem 5) in which we replace u by $. Theorems 3 and 4 in 5, 6 are 
preliminaries to the proof of Theorem 5. The proof of Theorem 2 is completed 
in 9-l 1. We show also in 11 (Theorem 8, Corollary 2) that when y + 6 is a 
positive integer K, then there is a result similar to Theorem 2 with 
j-y-% = 2% replaced by $(a”u/+p’c). 
Theorems 6-8 in 9-I 1 have applications to Lipschitz spaces of holomorphic 
and harmonic functions on the disc, and I hope to consider these in a further 
paper. 
We note here that the cases p > 1, q >, 1 of some of our results have been 
obtained in a more general setting by Taibleson [16] and the author [6] in 
’ [9, Theorem 11; 151. Note that there is a misprint in [9, Theorem 111; the index on 
the left should be -(p + q + pq)/q. 
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a discussion of Lipschitz spaces. However, the area of overlap is small, and 
the new cases that we have to consider, where 0 < p < 1 or 0 < q < 1, 
generally require new arguments, which are often applicable also to the known 
cases. 
4. In this section we give the proof of Theorem 1. For 0 < R < 1 we 
have 
M,(u; R) = sup 1; I:, @@)g(e) de\, (4-l) 
where the supremum is taken over all bounded functionsg such that 11 g \\rt = 1. 
Let g be such a function, and let 
d,enie, +eU) = 5 d,,Nenie, 
n=-cc ,1=-m 7zE-m 
(so that w is the Poisson integral of g). By (1.5), 
1 = 
x- -~ I 
u(R&‘) g(8) d0 
= .zrn uLR@’ 
(the term-by-term integrations being justified by uniform convergence). Here 
p(log l/$+&-l < B(l - @+6-r, and, by Hiilder’s inequality and the 
increasing property of M,l , 
I$jy, f-+%(peie) w(Rpeie) de 1 < M,($-y--Q; p) M,,(v; Rp) 
d M,(B-‘9 P) M&; p). 
Hence 
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by Hiilder’s inequality and Theorem A (note that here 1 ( r’ CC p’ *;I cr_, 
Y’ <.-I “I’ :ri cc, 6 = 1;‘~’ - I/p’). On combining (4.2) and (4.1) we now obtain 
(I .7), and this in turn gives (I .8) bv standard properties of harmonic functions. 
5. For index r < 1 the key result is a theorem concerning holomorphic 
functions. 
THEOREM 3. Let 0 < r < 1, y > 0, and let 4 be a holomorphic function 
on U such that 91F,r,y(g-y$) < cx). Then 4 E Hr and 
alar d B%,).,.LP+)~ (5.1) 
A similar result for a different multiplier transformation is proved in 
[2, Theorem 5(ii)], but the proof given there has the disadvantage that it is 
peculiar to the disc, and does not extend to the half-plane. An alternative 
proof, using yet another multiplier transform, applicable both to the disc 
and half-plane, is given in [3, Theorem 21. While preparing this paper, 
I have realized that a more elegant and simpler variant of the argument in [3] 
is implicit in a paper of Hardy and Littlewood [IZ, 417-4181, and it seems 
worth while to give the proof of Theorem 3 explicitly using their argument. 
We require the following lemma (see, for example, [3, Lemma 31). 
LEMMA I. Let zc’ be a nonnegative subharmonic function on U satisfying the 
condition that Ml(w; p) < C for 0 < p < 1, let 0 < 77 < 1, and for each 
x E U let w,*(z) be the supremum of ~1 on the closed disc with centre x and 
radius ~(1 - j z I). Then for 0 < p < 1 
Consider now the proof of Theorem 3. Let 0 < R < 1. By (1.5), 
2y l 
~ C(R4 = Q) - o r (log I /u)v-l ~~Y+(Ra”eiO) m do, 
whence also 
(5.2) 
1 +(ReiS)i < B 
s 
’ (I - a)~--l j #-Y+(Ru”eis)I da. (5.3) 
0 
Let on = 1 - 2-” (n = 0, I,... ). Then 1 - cn = on - (T,_~ = 2-‘I, and 
cn--l < an2 < a, , so that also 
5 Here B depends only on 7. This lemma is a good deal more elementary than the 
somewhat similar Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem. 
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Then, by (5.3), 
Since (x an)’ < x anr whenever a, >, 0 and 0 < r < 1, it follows that 
/ +(Reie)l’ < B f 2-7~n&(f9, 
n=1 
and therefore also 
We now apply Lemma 1 with zu(peie) = j &-v~(Ru~+~eiS)lr. Since 
th - %z-,)kJ,+, - H% + %-2)) = a, 
we see that pnT(0) < We*, where z = &J;~,(u, + u,.+)eie and 7 = 2. Since 
also 
it follows that 
Hence also 
< B f sun+’ (1 - u)~+ M,‘(&-y+; u) da 
n=1 cnt1 
= B 1 (1 - a)“‘-l M,.r($-%$; u) do = B%;,,,,($-y+), 
and this gives (5.1). 
A more detailed examination of the preceding argument shows that the 
constant B in (5.1) is bounded as r + 1- for each fixed y. The inequality 
of (5.1) is in fact true for Y = 1, as is shown by Theorem 4 below. 
An argument exactly similar to that above gives also 
THEOREM 3’. Let 0 < r < 1, and let $ be a holomorphic function on U 
such that !Jlr,,,l(#) < co. Then C# E H7 and 
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If we apply this last inequality to the function z 7-e 4(p), where 0 I< p < I, 
and use the increasing propertv of the mean IV,. , we deduce that 
Mr’($; ,o) < B i” (1 - a)“-l lUrr(,~‘; /JU) da -k 1 +(Oy 
'0 
< BMrr(,$‘; p) + 1 $(O)y = BMrr(z+‘; p) + j $(0)jr. 
(5.4) 
There is also an inequality corresponding to (5.4) for 1 6 r < co, namely, 
Mr($; P) G M&q; P) + I4(O)I. (5.5) 
To prove this we apply Minkowski’s inequality to the relation 
this gives 
+(pe”“) = j; 2 (de) da + 4(O); 
W4; P) < j, M,W; 4 du + I NV 9 (5.6) 
and (5.5) follows from (5.6) and the increasing property of iIf,. 
6. The next theorem is of a more elementary character than Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let 1 < r < co, y > 0, and let + be a holomorphic function 
on U such that 91n,,&P’~) < CO. Then #J E H’ and 
Moreover, if Y = 03, then 4 has a continuous extension to 0. 
From Minkowski’s inequality and the inequality (5.3), we have 
Mv(+; R) < B j1 (1 - u)y-l M,.(j-+$; RG) du, 
0 
and (6.1) follows from this and the increasing property of Mr . 
To prove the second part, it is enough to prove that the integral on the 
right of (5.2) is convergent, uniformly in R, 8. Let 0 < 8 < 1. Then, exactly 
as above, 
sup 1 I1 (log l/u)‘-l j-+(Ru2eie) u da ( < B 1: (1 - u)Y-l Mm(f-Yd; u) da, 
R.0 8 
and the required result therefore follows from the finiteness of W,,,,,($-y+). 
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7. M’e prove nest a complex version of Theorem 2, namely 
THEoREnt 5. Let p, q, Y satisfy one of the following sets of conditions: 
(i) O<p<r<cg,O<q<r; 
(ii) 0 < p < r=:c9,O<q<l; 
(iii) 0 < p = Y < o&O < q < min(2, r}. 
Let also y > 0, S = l/p - l/y, and let 4 be a holomorphic function on U such 
that ‘9I D,,,,(&-‘-m8$) < 03. Then 4 E HT and 
wo) G ~%,,,,LP-w- 
Further, in. case (ii) 4 has a continuous extension to 0. 
We remark here that cases (i) and (ii) and the cases 0 < p = Y < 1, 
0 < q < Y and 1 < p = Y < co, 0 < q < 1 of (iii) depend only on 
Theorems 1, 3 and 4, and in their proofs we have invoked none of the deeper 
theorems of HP-theory, such as the Hardy-Littlewood “Complex Max” 
theorem or the Littlewood-Paley theorems. In contrast, the remainder of 
case (iii), i.e., the case 1 < p = Y < 03, 1 < q < min(2, Y}, lies deeper, 
and we deduce it from Lemma 2 below. Our only application of this case 
is to the proof of the corresponding case of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 2. Let 1 < k < 2, I < Y < co, y > 0, and.let 4 be a holomorphic 
function on U such that g, E Lr(-r, Z-), where 
'l/k 
gk(e) = /sl(l - ~)~?‘-l 1 f-y$(peio)lk do/ . 
0 
Then + E Hr and 
This is essentially Hirschman’s extension of one of the Littlewood-Paley 
theorems. A proof, for a closely similar multiplier transformation, is given in 
[2, Theorem 41, where references can also be found. The modifications 
required for $-’ are minor. 
To deduce Theorem 5 from these various results we require two simple 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. Let 0 < p < co, 0 < q < s < CO, y > 0, and let 4 be a 
holomorphic function on U such that 9&J+) < XI. Then 
(7-l) 
andM,(+;p) = o((l -p)-y)asp+ l-. 
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Since N,,Q(+; 0) increases with o, 
Since the integral on the left does not exceed ‘!II~,,.,($), and tends to 0 as 
p --f I-, this proves both the case s = cc of (7.1) and the remark concerning 
&I,($; p). The deduction of the case s < co of (7.1) now follows from the 
obvious inequality 
LEMMA 4. Let 0 -=c p < t < co, 0 < q < 03, y > 0, and let C# be a 
Rolomorphic function on U such that *%,,,,,,(q5) < CO. Then 
‘3 t.w+ll*-1/t(4) G mL,,w 
By the case q = co of Theorem B applied to z “+ #(pz), 
(7.2) 
and this trivially gives (7.2). 
Proof of Theorem 5. Cases (i)-(iii) are covered by the following cases 
(not entirely mutually exclusive): 
(i)’ O<p<r<co,l <r,O<q<r; 
(ii)’ O<p<r<a,O<q<l <r; 
(iii)’ 0 < p < r < 1, 0 < q < r; 
(iv)’ 1 < p = r < 2, 1 < q < Y; 
(4’ 2<p=r<oo,l<q<2. 
By virtue of Lemmas 3 and 4 we can reduce these cases respectively to 
(i)” 1 < p < r < Co, q = r; 
(ii)” 1 <p = r < CO, q = 1; 
(iii)s 0 < p = q = r < 1; 
(iv)” 1 < p = q = r ,< 2; 
(v)” 2 <p = r < co, q = 2. 
Here (i)” is contained in Theorem 1, and (ii)“, (iii)” are Theorems 4 and 3. 
Also (iv)” is the case 1 < K = Y < 2 of Lemma 2, and to prove (v)” we have 
only to take R = 2 in Lemma 2 and apply Minkowski’s inequality. 
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8. Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 2, we note that 
Theorem 5(i) and Theorem B together give a result equivalent to the Hardy- 
Littlewood theorem on fractional integrals [12, Theorem 336], namely, 
thatifO<p<r<zo,cu=I/p-l/r,and+EH~,then~$)EH7and 
YJ&(Br”$) 5; BW,(~). (8.1) 
To obtain (8.1), let 4 = $(p + 1.). By Theorem B, with the T of that 
theorem replaced by q, 
sqkN 3 q,l/g--l,q(+) = 91,,,,h--lj*.tl,l(de;-a(&a~))~ 
and we have now only to apply Theorem 5(i) with C$ replaced by j$ 
9. Theorem 6 below is a further preliminary to the proof of Theorem 2. 
Like the theorems to be proved in 10, 11, it has also applications to the 
theory of Lipschitz spaces. 
THEOREM 6. Let 0 < p < co, 0 < q < CQ, /I > 0, y > 0, and let $, be 
holomovphic on U. Then 
(9 f%,,,,W G %a.&%‘-O+) G f%.,,,(4), 
(ii) MD(~; p) = o(( 1 - p)-‘) as p -+ 1 - iffMD($?+$; p) = o((1 - p)+). 
The cases 1 < p, q < co and 0 < p = q < 1 of this theorem are known 
(Hardy and Littlewood [12, Theorem 46; 13, Theorems 8-101, Flett [2, 
Theorem 10; 4, Theorem 2]), but the remaining cases appear to be new. 
Since the new cases require new arguments, and these arguments give also the 
known cases, we give the proof in full. 
We observe first that the left-hand inequality in (i) follows from the right- 
hand inequality with C$ replaced by $a-Y$, and that the “if” in (ii) follows 
similarly from the “only if”. Writing 01 = y - /3 (so that y > OL), we see that 
it is therefore enough to prove 
(iv) if M,($; p) = o(( 1 - p)-‘) as p --f 1-, then 
MD(p& p) = o((1 - p)“--y). 
Next, to prove (iii) and (iv) it is enough to prove the cases (a) cx > 0, 
(b) 01 = - 1, for if 01 = -3 < 0 and m is the integral part of 7 + 1, we can 
prove the result for (Y by m successive applications of case (b) followed by an 
application of case (a) with o( =- nz - 7. 
6 The equivalence follows by an argument similar to that of [12,410]. 
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Il’e prove first the case q < a of (a), and for this we use a lemma that is a 
relatively simple particular case of a theorem on Riemann-Liouville integrals 
(see [I] and references given there). 
LEMMA 5. Let I >$ k < co, p > 0, 6 > 0, and let f: IO, m[ --t [O, co] be 
measurable. Then 
If in this we takef(t) = 0 for 0 < t ,< l,f(t) = tP-lh(l - I/t) fort > 1, 
and put p = 1 - l/r, u = 1 - l/t, we deduce that if 1 < K < co, p > 0, 
6 > 0, and h: IO, l[ -+ [0, co] is measurable, then 
,: (1 - p)‘(u-l 1,: (p - @-lb(a) du/* dp < B I’ (1 - p)k@+k6-1hk(p) dp. 
0 
(9.2) 
Next, we note that the substitution of p qafl for p, together with the increasing 
property of M, , gives 
w ,,,,,-&w) = j: (1 - P)*(y-~)-l~~*Lw; P) dP 
z (qa: + 1) j: (1 - pQa+l)U(y-=)-lMD’J(#=cj; pQ”+l) pi* dp 
< B 
j 
1 (1 - p)*(~-a)-lMD~(~+; p) p*” dp. (9.3) 
We now distinguish three cases. 
CaseI. 1 <p < W, 1 <q < co. ByTheorem4, 
= BP-” j”’ (p - o)a-‘M,(4; u) da, P-4) 
0 
and (9.1) follows from this, (9.3), and (9.2) with k = q, p = y - 01, 6 = (Y, 
4-4 = ~~(~; 4 
CaseII. 1~p~co,O<q<lorO<q<p~1.ByTheorem5, 
MD~(,$z+; p) ,( B j-I (1 -- T)**-‘M,~(~; p) d7 
0 
zzz BP-** 1’ (p - u)““-W,*(C; u) do, 
‘0 
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and (9.1) follows from this, (9.3), and (9.2) with h =: 1, p = q(y - OL), 
6 = qci, h(u) = Mp*(+; u). 
Case III. 0 < p < 1, p -< 9 < co. By Theorem 3, 
nr,qp+; p) < B f (1 - rp-1 M,“(f#; p) ds 
0 
= Bp-p”l \’ (p - u)J’~-~ M,“(~; u) do, (9.5) 
‘0 
and we now use (9.3) and (9.2) with k = q/p, p = p(r - cx), 6 = pa, 
h(u) = MpP(c$; u). 
To complete the proof of case (a), it remains to prove the case q =: 00 
of (9.1) and the result of (iv). These follow simply from either (9.4) or (9.5) 
according as 1 < p < CO or 0 < p < 1, and we omit the details {cf. [2, 
Eq. (15.3)]}. 
To prove the case (b) of (iii) and (iv), where o( = - I, we use a further 
lemma, and we combine the proof of this lemma with that of another, which 
weusein 11. 
LEMMA 6. Let 4 E HE’, where 0 < p < co. Then for 0 < p < 1 
nfp(+‘; P) < B( 1 - P)-~~JJJ~,(+) (9.6) 
and 
LEMMA 7. Let f E L”, where 1 -< p < 00, let u be the Poisson integral off 
on U, and let 4 be the holomorphic function on U with real part u and whose 
imaginary part vanishes at the origin. Then for 0 -< p < 1 
Jfp(4’; P) < q1 - PF’ Ilf Illi P-8) 
and 
4l(P$; P) G q1 - PI-’ !lf lIp. (9.9) 
Let 0 < p < 1, and let C be the circle with centre pe”@ and radius $( 1 - p). 
Then, by the Cauchy integral formula, 
I +‘(p@)l < 2( 1 - p)-’ s;p I #J !, 
and on applying Lemma 1 with w = j 4 10, 77 = 4, C = \332,“(+), we obtain 
(9.6). Further, by (1.3), 
wY$-‘+; P) -<, Mpf(4’; p) + fil,t(& p), 




In the case of Lemma 7 we have similarly 
+‘(pe’y --I 2( I - p)-1 ““p U 1 
(this is an easy consequence of the integral formula for 4 in terms off, 
translated to C). Applying Lemma 1 with w = 1 u /P, 7 = 4, C = \ifll,, we 
thus obtain (9.8). Further, by (9.8) and (5.5) 
and since 1 $(O)l = 1 u(O)] < iifil,, (9.9) follows from this and (9.10). 
An alternative proof of Lemma 6, using the Hardy-Littlewood maximal 
theorem, is given in [ 13, Theorem 31. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 6, we apply (9.7) to z ,- j+z); we 
obtain 
and this trivially gives the required results. 
10. The next theorem enables us to switch from f’s to ordinary 
derivatives. 
THEOREM 7. Let 0 < p ,< 03, 0 < q < CD, y > 0, let k be a positive 
integer, and let 4 be holomorphic on LT. Then 
(9 
mL*.&%w < %,,.,(8-“‘4) < wL,,,(,-kp) + o$-gp1 I p)(o)l:, 
(ii) IcfD(/-%$; p) = o(( 1 - p)- ) Y asp+ 1 - z#MD(~rk); p) = o(( 1 - p)-y). 
By (1.3), $-I;4 is a linear combination of 4, z+‘,..., .zk~rk), with coefficients 
depending only on k. Further, by (5.4) and (5.5), 
J~,y$; p) ,< BAf,‘W’; p) + /4(O)l”, (10.1) 
where t = min{p, l}. Replacing 4 here by +(j-r), and multiplying both sides 
of the resulting inequality by p”-l’r, we obtain also 
2ll;(zj-l~(‘-l’; p) < Bnl,f(&$(j); p) + ( +(j-yO)jf (10.2) 
(j = I, 2 ,... ). Combining the inequalities (10.2) for j = l,..., k with (lO.l), 
we thus obtain 
and this implies both the right-hand inequality in (i) and the “if” in (ii). 
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In the opposite direction, we note that [again by (1.3)] z%$‘~) is a linear 
combination of +, f-l+ ,..., &-“+, with coefficients depending only on k. 
Further, by Theorem 6, we have 
forj < k, and this easily implies the left-hand inequality in (i). The “only if” 
in (ii) is proved similarly. 
11. \J:e now pass to harmonic functions. Theorem 2 is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 5 and the following result. 
THEOREM 8. Let 0 < p 5: r?, 0 < q < co, y > 0, and let 4 be a 
holomorphic function on CT whose imaginary part v aanishes at the origin and 
whose real part is u. Then 
(4 B%,,,,($) G %.o.&4 G %,d+)l 
(ii) MD($; p) = o((1 - P)-~) as p --f 1- iflAZD(u; p) = o(( 1 - p))‘). 
The right-hand inequality in (i) and the “only if” in (ii) are trivial. Of the 
remaining results, the case 1 < p < cc is essentially known, and can be 
proved in several ways. For example, Lemma 7 with f (0) = u(p, 0) gives 
and the required results (for 1 5; p < co) follow from this and Theorem 6. 
To deal with the case 0 < p < 1, it is enough to prove 
(iii) 9I DAY+-l(4’) G m.o.Yw, 
(iv) if MJu;p) = o((1 -p))‘) us+ l-, then MJ$‘;p) = o((1 - ~)-~-r). 
For, suppose that (iii) and (iv) hold. Then, by (iv), Theorem 7(ii), and 
Theorem 6(ii), the “if” of (ii) holds. To prove that (i) holds, we apply 
Theorem 6(i) and Theorem 7(i) to the function &, = $ -+(O). Since 
$a = C’, we thus get 
%J?,Y(AJ 52 ml .,,,Y+lLf-‘do) G m7/.L,.+l(~‘h 
and this, together with (iii), gives 
Since the imaginary part of +,, is ~1, we thus have 9Ep,,J~) < B~&,,Ju), 
and (i) follows from this and (1.1). 
Next, the case 0 < q = p < 1 of (iii) is proved in [4], and the argument 
given there extends to the case 0 < q < p < 1 with only minor modifications. 
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The case 0 < p <: I, q =: x of both (i) and (“) III are also known (Hardy and 
Littlewood [I I, Theorems 2, 41;’ see also Gwilliam [7, Theorem 6]), but 
this case is covered bv the following argument, which deals with the case 
0 < p < I, p 2; CJ : in of (iii) and the case 0 -; p < I of (iv). \I’e use 
the analogue for the disc of Theorem 7 of [3]; this asserts that if 0 < p < I, 
then for f ::; p < I 
.n+&d 2 
nr,,q$b'; p) 5< B( I - p)-'9-l 1 ;lZ,‘J(u; u) do. (11.1) 
* p-(1-d 2 
This inequality (I 1. I) immediately implies the case 9 = co of (iii) and the 
result of (iv). Further, ifp < 4 < <co, then (I I. 1) gives 
Raising both sides to the (q/p)-th power, multiplying by (1 - p)pY+~--l, 
integrating over [&, I], and inverting the order of integration in the resulting 
integral, we obtain 
.I-::,(1 -p) ~+~-l lcZp*(+‘; p) dp < B9r;,q,,(u). 
Since M,,Q(+‘; p) increases with p, we have also 
and this gives (iii). 
It should be remarked that the proofs of the theorems in [3] and [4] to 
which we have appealed are formidably long, but their use appears to be 
indispensable. 
We note two corollaries of Theorem 8. 
COROLLARY I. The result of Theorem 6 continues to hold q 4 is replaced 
throughout by a (complex-valued) harmonic u. 
This is immediate. 
’ There is a misprint in the statement of Theorem 4 of [l I]; the condition “u ;i I” 
should read “a > 0.” 
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COROLLARY 2. Let 0 < p < co, 0 < q < 00, y > 0, let k be a positive 
integer, let u be a (complex-valued) harmonic function of the form 
(11.2) 
and let D denote Z/iZp. Then 
(9 B%,,,(pkDk4 < ‘%.,,,.(P4 G W%.,,,(P~@‘U) + ,jsaE, I cj 0, 
(ii) AfJ$-“u; p) =o(( I - p)-y) as p ----f I- iflM,(~~D”u; p) = oil - p)-y). 
W’e note first that if u is real-valued and C#J is the holomorphic function 
with real part u and imaginary part vanishing at the origin, then pkD”u is the 
real part of A+(k). Moreover, if u is given by (11.2), then in this case c-, = C, 
for all n, and #(z) = c,, + 2 Cz=:=, c zn, The result for a real-valued u therefore 
follows from Theorem 7. 
To complete the proof, we have now only to observe that if u is complex- 
valued and satisfies (11.2) z’ and u! are the real and imaginary parts of u, and 
then maxljlck-r {I aj I, I bj I} < maxljl Ck--1 j cj I. This is easily verified, 
for in fact 
a, == zi_, = $(cn + F,), b, = 6~, = -&i(c, - C-,) (n = 0, l,...). 
12. It remains to prove the negative results mentioned in 3 and in 
virtue of Theorem 8 it is enough to prove that the result of Theorem 5 is 
false for all choices of p, q, r satisfying 0 < p < Y < 00, 0 < q < a, and 
not covered by one of the conditions (i)-(iii) of that theorem. To prove this, 
we have to prove that the result of Theorem 5 is false when 
(a) 0 < p < r < co, 4 > r, 
(b) O<p<r=oo, q > 1, 
(c) 0 < p = r < 2, 4 > r, 
(d) 2 <p == Y < co, q > 2. 
Further, by Lemma 4, the falsity of the theorem in the case (c) is implied 
by that in the case (a), and the falsity in the case (b) is implied by that in the 
case 
(b’) 0 < p < Y = co, q> 1. 
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Thus we have to find counteresamples for cases (a), (b)‘, (d). For (a) we take 
qqz) = (1 - z)-‘y( I pc) log[ I ;‘( I - z)] I- A, 
where I/q < A < l,‘r, and for (b)’ we take 
C(z) = {(lb) Wl/(l - z)I:l-p, 
where 1 /q < p < 1. The arguments here are of a standard type, and we refer 
the reader to [14, 93-961. Finally, for (d) we take 
Since 4 is lacunary and obviously does not belong to Hz, it does not belong 
to Hr for any r. Moreover, a proof similar to that of [14, Section 8.5(l)] shows 
also that %,,~,,(J+$) < co when 2 < Y < xj, q > 2, y > 0. 
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